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Global Markets 

« US markets ended lower (Dow Jones -165 points). 

« Dow future is trading lower by -38 points. 

« Asian markets are trading on negative note. 

« SGX Nifty: -5 points. 

Data Analysis 

Cash Market | Fil: -698cr Dil: -853cr Net: -1551cr 

Fao | Nifty PCR: 1.25 vs 1.39 Highest OI (20-May-21): 1SSOOCE & 14700PE 
India VIX: 19.32(+0.40%) | Max Pain (20-May-21): 15000 

Flis' data in index derivatives (Change in number of contracts) 

FUT LONG FUT SHORT CALL LONG CALL PUT LONG PUT SHORT 
SHORT 

-2135 -4202 +12701 +19728 +2569 -528 

Interpretation: FIIs’ data is mixed to negative in F&O market. 
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Technical Outlook: 

Nifty (Spot): Nifty is consolidating near 15050-14950 demand zone for the last two days where the 

trend is bullish and we can expect the resumption of upmove anytime till Nifty trades above 14950 

level while if Nifty slips below 14950 then we can expect any weakness. 15050-15080 is an 

immediate resistance zone; above this, we can expect a move towards 15150/15250 levels. Today is 

the weekly expiry day, where 15000-14950 will act as a support area while if Nifty trades above 

15050 then we can expect strength towards 15100/15150 levels. 

Banknifty (Spot): Banknifty is also consolidating where 33500-33300 is a very strong demand zone 

while 34300-34600 is a resistance area. The trend is bullish till it trades above 33300 level while 

below 33300, we can expect any weakness. 33800-34000 will act as an immediate resistance area 

for the intraday while if it manages to trade above the 34000 level then we can expect a short- 

covering rally. 
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Disclaimer Investment in securities market are subject to market risks, read all the related documents carefully before investing and before 
rely on their own examination or independent evaluation of the data. SEBI registration number INAOQ0009843


